Transformation of Patient’s EEG Oscillators into Music-Like Signals for Correction of Stress-Induced Functional States
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The aim of the investigation was to compare efficacy of three variants of musical neurobiocontrol technology, involving transformation of the current values of the patient’s EEG oscillators into music-like signals in correcting stress-induced functional state.

Materials and Methods. 15 volunteers, being in the stress condition, were subject to three examinations. In the first one the examinees were presented music-like signals, resembling the sounds of a flute by its timbre, which were smoothly varying in pitch and intensity in direct relation to the current amplitude of the spectral component of EEG — EEG oscillator — dominating in the subject. In two other examinations the same transformations of EEG were supplemented by the introduction of musical elements: rhythm and beat. Objective (shifts of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity relative to the background) and subjective (results of all tests before and after the exposure) criteria of efficacy were used in the study.

Results. Under the influence of therapeutic procedures the increase of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity against the background was noted, accompanied by the growth of health and mood indicators, reduction of emotional disadaptation degree and the level of stressedness in the examined persons. The most prominent effects were revealed when presented sound signals were structured, especially by introducing 1 Hz rhythm in them.

Conclusion. Transformation of the current values of patient’s EEG oscillators into music-like signals is supposed to be a perspective way of improving the efficacy of biocontrol procedures in correcting various functional disorders.
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Presently, ideas of preventive medicine find more understanding in the society, as the main task of this discipline is not to treat diseases but to reveal changes in the organism of a practically healthy person which may lead to illnesses, and to take target measures to prevent them [1]. People today have to confront various extreme situations, terrorist acts, armed conflicts and to be exposed to continuous stresses — occupational, social, psychoemotional, and so on [2]. Stress as a chronic psychophysio logical overstrain may provoke manifestation or exacerbation of disease symptoms, be one of the risk factors or aggravate the severity of its course. Every-day psychic stress is a cause of multiple widely-spread serious diseases, including hypertension, strokes, infarctions, oncopathology and others [3]. All the above said makes vital the development of technologies, timely eliminating stress-induced functional disorders [4] and creating personified methods of cognitive rehabilitation [5].

In recent decades a field of medical investigations called “brain–computer interface” (BCI) has been formed and is rapidly evolving. It provides a man with the opportunity to translate his psychic efforts into specific electroencephalogram (EEG) patterns to control technical devices and communication with the external environment directly from the brain not involving peripheral nerves and muscles [6]. A special branch of BCI is neurobiocontrol (NBC), which does not imply a direct control of external devices, but an intentional usage of the outer feedback for modulation of a physiological
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signal inherent to the brain [7]. Though BCI and NBC are widely used in the correction of diverse functional disorders, insufficient controlled studies to elucidate the fundamentals [8] and to improve the efficacy of these approaches [9] have been noted in recent reviews.

Previously an original technology of musical NBC was presented by us. It uses musical effects, controlled by relevant bioelectrical characteristics of individual's brain — EEG oscillators — on the basis of a feedback concept [10]. Positive results obtained by experimental testing of this technology, allowed us to draw the conclusion on the perspectiveness of using musical feedback from EEG subject in the correction of stress-induced functional disorders. However, this investigation helped us to reveal two limitations of applied technology. Firstly, it used interruptions of music as an informational feedback signal, which may lead to the negative emotional reactions and make the NBC process somewhat difficult. Secondly, the technology used the preselected musical compositions, i.e. the task of selecting music for each examined individual was not solved. This aspect seems to be especially important, since only presenting music in accordance with the patient's brain rhythms may give marked therapeutic effects via involvement of synchronization and plasticity mechanisms [11].

The present work is directed to overcoming the abovementioned limitations of NBC technology and improving its efficacy. For this, instead of interrupted classical music we used music-like signals, produced by on-line transformation of EEG oscillator current values into feedback signals, resembling the sounds of a flute. In one case, these sound signals were smoothly varying in pitch and intensity in direct relation to the current amplitude of EEG oscillator. In two other cases the flute sound variations were supplemented by the introduction of musical elements — rhythm and beat. Experimental testing of the described technology implementation variants was carried out on the same examined persons using objective (shifts of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity relative to the background) and subjective (results of all tests before and after the exposure) criteria.

The aim of the investigation was to compare efficacy of three variants of transforming current values of the patient's EEG oscillators into music-like signals in correcting stress-induced functional disorders.

Materials and Methods. The study involved 15 workers of the Institute of Cell Biophysics, Russian Academy of Sciences (Pushchino, Moscow Region), aged 23–55 years, who addressed the specialists of the psychological release office complaining of psychoemotional strain and stress, and volunteered to participate in three examinations.

The work was performed in accordance with ethical principles established by European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrata used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes (the Convention was passed in Strasburg, March, 18, 1986, adopted in Strasburg, June, 15, 2006) and approved by Ethics Committee of the Institute of Cell Biophysics, Russian Academy of Sciences. Written informed consent was received from every examined person.

At the beginning of every three examinations psychophysiological condition of every examined individual was assessed by means of three tests: HAM test, in which the participants evaluate their present health, activity and mood [12]; EDL test, determining the present level of emotional disadaptation [13]; SL test, a modified EDL test, developed by the authors, which assesses stressedness level; this test uses adjectives describing the level of stress instead of the adjectives characterizing the degree of emotional disadaptation.

After initial testing, EEG sensors (active electrode — in Cz lead, reference and ground — on ear lobules) and earphones (0–40 dB sound level, 100–2,000 Hz frequency range) were placed. The participants were asked to sit quietly with their eyes closed during the whole procedure and to “listen” to the work of their brain. Then 30-second background EEG was recorded during which the dominating narrow-band (0.4–0.6 Hz) spectral component in the range of EEG-alpha rhythm (8–13 Hz) was determined for each examined person, using original modification of dynamic spectral analysis, based on the fast Fourier transform [14].

Once the background was recorded, an operating mode was switched on for 10 min, during which the current amplitude of the revealed EEG oscillator was being transformed into music-like signals with the timbre resembling the sounds of a flute. In the first examination these sound signals smoothly varied in pitch and intensity in accordance with the current EEG oscillator amplitude (“Flute” series). In two other examinations variations of sound signals in pitch and intensity were supplemented by the introduction of musical elements: rhythm and beat. When rhythm was introduced, smooth variations of flute sounds were heard on the background of weak clicks, given with 1 Hz frequency (“Rhythm” series). In case of beat introduction, flute sounds were presented with a pitch height varying in a jump-wise manner — 1 per second (“Beat” series).

At the end of each examination the examined persons were questioned about their feelings and effects, and underwent HAM, ELD and SL tests. The results were statistically processed using Origin 6.0 program package. Mean values (M), standard errors (m) and Student's t-criterion were calculated.

Results and Discussion. To evaluate the EEG-effects of the correction procedures, the numbers of people, demonstrating the increase of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity relative to the initial background were determined in each of the three series of the experiments. All three variants of the given technology were found to result in positive shifts of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity relative to the background. The greatest effect was registered in the “Rhythm” series, where the gain of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity was noted in 93% (in 14 out of 15) cases. The respective values for “Beat” and “Flute” series amounted to 73% (11 out of 15) and 60% (9 out
It is important to underline, that in the “Rhythm” series the gain of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity preserved after the procedure. In “Beat” and “Flute” series the increase of EEG intensity relative to the initial level after the procedure was noted rarer: in 40% (in 6 out 15) and 33% (in 5 out 15) cases, respectively.

Indices of HAM, ELD and SL tests, registered before and after each exposure, were analyzed in order to compare the changes in psychophysiological state of the examined persons under the influence of the procedures for each series of the experiments (See the Table).

It is seen, that almost in all cases positive shifts of the indices relative to the initial level are observed after the procedures. Exceptions are the results of activity level assessment, which are slightly decreasing relative to the initial values in the “Beat” and “Flute” series. Significant positive shifts of indices are recorded only in the “Rhythm” series, where the values of health and mood statistically significantly increased, while the level of disadaptation significantly reduced.

Questioning of the examined persons about their subjective feelings during therapeutic procedures revealed individual reactions to the presented unusual sounds. It referred most of all to the “Flute” series, where sounds varying in pitch and intensity evoked in many participants peculiar ambiguous sensations — from orienting responses and suspicion to bright emotional impressions. It should be noted, that such multidirectional individual reactions to the presented sounds were reflected in the form of maximal standard errors of the means of all indices in the “Flute” series after the exposure (See the Table). Meanwhile, the majority of the examined people commented that structured sound signals in the “Beat” and “Rhythm” series increased their “musicality” and positive perception.

Thus, music-like effects obtained by direct transformation of the subject’s EEG into the flute sounds increased the intensity of EEG-alpha rhythm relative to the background, accompanied by positive shifts in the indices of health and mood (HAM test), the degree of emotional disadaptation (EDL test) and the level of stressedness (SL test). The effects were most prominent, when presented sound signals were structured, i.e. when rhythm and beat were introduced in them increasing their “musicality” and positive perception. 1 Hz rhythm appeared to be especially effective, as the gain of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity lasted, as a rule, even after the procedure, and positive shifts in the assessment of health, mood and emotional disadaptation level reached the level of significance.

According to the modern concepts, EEG-alpha oscillations play an active role in cognitive processes and state self-regulation, demonstrating a strong frequency-dependent character. Therefore, any strategies of neuronal activation with the help of NBC must consider individual frequency characteristics of EEG [15]. Exactly this is stipulated in our investigation, where narrow-frequency spectral components of individual’s biopotentials — EEG-alpha oscillators — functionally essential for him are subject to direct transformations.

The fact, that patient’s EEG oscillators are transformed into the music-like signals is an important aspect of the given investigation. Music is known to be a universal attribute of the human society, capable to evoke strong emotions, change the mood and help to treat psychiatric and neurological diseases [16]. Acting upon the main functions of the body, music possesses the ability “to express inexpressible” [17] and promotes psychophysiological recovery after stress [18]. Therefore, data on the increase of EEG-alpha rhythm intensity, accompanied by positive shifts in psychophysiological characteristics may indicate the formation of so-called “alpha state” as the result of music-like sounds [19], which is characterized by general relaxation without any signs of stress, apprehension and depression.

The three tests evaluating the changes of indices after each procedure demonstrated consistent results, which enabled us to reveal tiny differences of the three variants of the technology used. So, after presenting sounds of a flute smoothly varying in pitch and intensity and causing multidirectional reactions, all indices were characterized by maximal standard errors of the mean values, while positive shifts of psychophysiological indices were minimal. Structuring presented sound signals, which increase their “musicality”, was reflected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test indices</th>
<th>“Flute”</th>
<th>“Rhythm”</th>
<th>“Beat”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM — health</td>
<td>49.4±1.4</td>
<td>49.8±2.1</td>
<td>49.0±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM — activity</td>
<td>44.8±1.2</td>
<td>44.3±1.6</td>
<td>45.1±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM — mood</td>
<td>50.1±1.4</td>
<td>50.9±1.8</td>
<td>49.7±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL — emotional disadaptation</td>
<td>1.7±0.3</td>
<td>1.4±0.3</td>
<td>1.7±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL — stress</td>
<td>1.0±0.2</td>
<td>0.7±0.3</td>
<td>1.1±0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Compared pairs of values with significance level of p<0.05 are printed in bold type.
in positive shifts of all indices, especially when rhythm was introduced. The latter is in agreement with the literature data, i.e. cortical rhythms can adapt to structured acoustical signals resulting in selective augmentation of neural responses to the rhythmical effects at the stimulation frequency [20].

It should be mentioned, that the findings of this study, though preliminary and demanding further analysis, meet all present requirements for the controlled experiments [21]. Although the experimental conditions were completely identical, presence or absence of the investigated factor — introduction of the rhythm and beat to the music-like sound signals — was the only difference of the three examinations of the same persons.

Just as in the previously conducted study [10], the basis of the observed effects was interaction of music-like stimuli with the important bioelectrical activity characteristics of the individual’s brain, creating optimal conditions for involvement of adaptation and resonance mechanisms of the central nervous system in the complex body reactions to the action of low-intensity factors of the environment.

**Conclusion.** Transformation of the current values of patient's EEG oscillators into music-like signals is supposed to be a prospective way of improving the efficacy of biocontrol procedures performed for the correction of stress-induced functional disorders.
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